III.
Template to facilitate the submission of examples/good practices of strategies, policies
and measures employed to implement obligations under any of the Protocols to the Convention
Country:

Sector:

MONTENEGRO

ENVIRONMENT

Type of strategy, policy or measure:

Level:

The National Strategy for Air Quality
Managemant is an overal strategy, containing
four types of measures:

National strategy

-

-

-

Horisontal measures aimed at improvement of
legal and institutional framework, capacity
building and improvement of mechanisms for
implementation, enforcement and integration of
air quality protection policy in relevant sectoral
policies
Preventive
measures
with
focus
on
implementation of principles of sustainable
development regarding spatial planning,
development of industry, transport, agriculture,
etc., promotion of clean technologies and
healthy life styles and rising public awareness on
negative effects stemming from use of certain
products and technologies.
Measures for reduction of pollutant emissions
Specific measures related to protection of ozone
leyer and climate change.

Please identify the type of strategy, policy or
measure – economic e.g. incentive or
disincentive (taxes, funds, subsidies, prices or
caps/ceilings, payments, rebates, etc); voluntary
(agreements, programmes, contracts),
regulatory (legislation), or other measures
(educational, informational, other)

What is the main objective of the strategy, policy or measure? When has it been
implemented/or will be implemented?
Please describe briefly what the measure attempts to achieve or what has been the result of its
implementation. Please also describe since when it is being employed or for when its
implementation is foreseen. Please explain whether implementation is/was immediate or gradual.

[150 words max]

Background and driving forces:
Please explain briefly why this strategy, policy or measure was implemented; mention the driving
forces for its introduction e.g. policy development, legislation (EU, national), action plans,
voluntary, incentive, or other [150 words max]

Description of the strategy, policy or measure:
Please explain briefly how the strategy, policy or measure works and why it has been chosen
compared to other policies/measures. Please also explain how its implementation is being
monitored. [200 words max]
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Costs, Funding and Revenue allocation:
Please state how much the implementation of the measure costs including its monitoring and how it
is funded (national budget, industry, taxes, etc.) If the measure is creating revenue, please also
explain how this revenue is being allocated and collected. [200 words max]

Effect and impacts on air pollution abatement:
Please explain briefly the effect of the policy, strategy or measure and how it has impacted the
abatement of air pollution. If impacts are known, please quantify, if possible. Please highlight also
other effects of the implementation of the measure e.g. with regard to compliance, the acceptance of
the measure or its transposition (e.g. from a voluntary to a regulatory or another type of measure).
[150 words max]

References/Further information: Please provide most relevant sources for information such as
references for web links, books, other resources.
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Contact: Please insert your contact details below.

Name:
Country:
Organization:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:

Additional comments: Please include any additional information you may wish to provide here.
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